
Our Lending Partners:  
– selection
– due diligence  
– ongoing monitoring

Empowering Direct Lending



IMPORTANT NOTICE

For investment professionals only

We have prepared this document exclusively 
for use by financial intermediaries that are 
authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority. We want to make it clear 
that this Adviser document is not intended  
for any other purpose. This document 
does not constitute an offer to sell, or the 
solicitation of an offer to buy any of Goji 
Financial Services Limited’s (“Goji”) products. 
This document should be read alongside  
the relevant Key Information Document (KID). 
We have produced this document based  
on our understanding and interpretation  
of the current FCA rules and regulations.  
We will not take responsibility for any reliance 
in this document and nothing in this 
document should be considered regulatory 
or investment advice. If your client would  
like to invest, they should only subscribe  
for Bonds on the basis of the information  
in the relevant Offer Documents.

We would like to draw your attention to the 
inherent risks. Investments in an unquoted 
security like this, being an illiquid investment, 
involve a degree of risk. We cannot give you 
any certainty or guarantee that your client 
will get back the amount originally invested. 
We have taken great care to ensure the facts 
in this document are accurate. However, 
we cannot guarantee the accuracy and 
completeness of the enclosed information. 
The contents of this document represent our 
views and interpretation of the information 
available to us at the time of production. Goji 
(A trading name of Goji Financial Services 
Limited, registered at 133 Whitechapel High 
Street, London E1 7QA) is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
(Firm Reference Number 805323)

October 2018. 

DISCLAIMER 
All information and opinions contained herein have been provided by Goji and this Brochure has not been independently 
verified as to its accuracy. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by Goji or any of their respective 
directors, shareholders, partners, officers, affiliates, employees, advisors or agents (and any warranty expressed or implied 
by statute is hereby excluded) as to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of any document or information supplied, 
or which may be supplied at any time or any opinions or projections expressed herein or therein, nor is such party under 
any obligation to update this Brochure or correct any inaccuracies or omissions in it which may exist or become apparent. 
Opinions and estimates should be regarded as indicative, preliminary, strictly non-binding and for illustrative purposes only. 
All example statements and any indicative terms given are strictly indicative and may be based on certain implicit and explicit 
assumptions which may or may not be disclosed and which will need verification in any special case.
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We’re only as good  
as our partners
Goji takes partnering very seriously; after all, it’s 
at the heart of what we do. We offer our investors 
highly diversified, risk-managed Direct Lending 
products, and that means selecting who we 
believe are the very best lending partners from  
the UK Direct Lending industry. 

Our rigorous selection process means we only 
work with partners who meet strict criteria on 
who they lend to, how they assess risk, how 
they handle defaults and importantly, how they 
complement each other. We have partners who 
cover SME loans, real estate lending, leasing and 

even financing Government backed educational 
institutions. This combination of lending partners 
means Goji can offer a truly diversified portfolio 
of secured loans selected from robust partners 
across the UK Direct Lending landscape. 

We’re also proud that by supporting these 
businesses, we’re helping to power the UK 
economy. Whether it’s helping a university build its 
new halls of residence, a farm owner diversify into 
renewable energy provision, or an SME to expand 
into a bigger property, it makes us feel good about 
what we do. We hope it makes you feel the same.

HERE ARE OUR PARTNERS
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Because our products diversify investments across a range of different 
lending partners and loans parts, it’s vital that we fully understand our 
partners’ processes. Only lenders who can give us complete transparency 
are considered, and of these, we choose to work with less than 10 at 
any time. This allows us to dedicate as much time as we need to closely 
monitor them and optimise returns, while at the same time spreading risk.

Due diligence

OUR LENDING PARTNER SOURCING PROCESS

Market Mapping We maintain a proprietary list of UK non-bank  
debt originators

Creating a target list We then shortlist a small number of new potential 
partners that complement our existing lending 
partner panel and investment profile

Introductory meetings We’ll hold a series of meetings with the key team 
members of potential partners, to gain a better 
understanding of them and their business

Requires approval from Credit, 
Investment and Risk Committees

Sign off (or not)

Ongoing monitoring

Corporate: 

AML, financial statements, legal, 
regulatory, third party suppliers, 
business continuity, ownership  
and group structure

Investment: 

Historical loan book analysis, 
investor analysis, origination 
analysis, management and credit 
team experience, underwriting and 
security policies and procedures, 
adverse media

Technology: 

Execution, settlement, 
reconciliation, support, security, 
disaster recovery
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A summary of our 
selection criteria

Must originate UK business debt aligned 
with our own conservative risk profile 

Must offer adequate investor safeguards. 
Asset security, credit insurance, secured 
lending or other comparable levels  
of protection.

Must have a minimum loan default record 
of 1.5x the age of their loan book

Must have a consistent historical net return 
after fees and bad debts of AT LEAST 6% 

Must consistently price risk

Must have sufficient volume to allow 
diversification

Must be reputationally sound and not 
subject to any negative publicity or 
regulatory proceeding

Must be able to share with us the following 
data points for our investment platform:

– At the point of investment; credit  
grade, interest rates, term, security,  
borrower details 

– At the point of reconciliation, interest, 
capital and fee payments

Before we even consider partnering with a lender, they need to meet some basic criteria.  
ALL Goji’s lending partners can say ‘yes’ to the following:
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Keeping a close eye.
How we monitor platform  
and loan performance
We monitor the investment performance of our 
loan book carefully. This monitoring is structured 
in such a way that at any given point in time 
during the investment cycle we have complete 
transparency allowing us to mitigate potential 
risks reducing returns. 

We capitalise on this by having a constant 
dialogue with our partners:

• Daily

– Cash flow information for investment 
cashflows and undeployed cash

– Communication feeds/updates with lending 
partners when a loan investment is looking 
likely to default or has defaulted

• Weekly

– Adverse media checks

• Monthly

– Full loan book performance analysis on Goji’s 
portfolio, for each lending partner and their 
loan book. Output sent to Credit, Investment 
and Risk Committee

– Call or email exchanges with lending partners 
on any key issues or concerns

– Depending on partner performance we may 
opt to redeploy funds

• Quarterly

– External Credit, Investment and Risk 
Committee meeting with Goji’s independent 
industry advisers

– Review of lending partners wider loan book 
(i.e. non-Goji investments)
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Real case study example
How we respond to  
poorly-performing loans 
As part of our daily monitoring we identified  
a number of loan defaults on “Platform A”.

STEPS WE TOOK TO RECTIFY HOW WE DID IT

MONITOR 

INVESTIGATE 

UNDERSTAND

ADJUST

Automatic system flags in addition to frequent 
communication with lending partner enabled  

us to quickly spot the defaults

We utilised our platform technology  
to drill down into the loan portfolio data, 

identifying the source

We worked with the lending partner to quantify 
the potential loss and exposure to Goji

We adjusted our investment parameters  
to restrict any future lending to this customer 

and sector
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Meet: Assetz Capital
Who are Assetz Capital?
Founded in 2013, Assetz Capital are one of  
the UK’s largest online lending platforms offering 
investors a number of structured options as well 
as a more classic platform approach. Investors 
can choose to fund UK SMEs, clean energy 
initiatives or property-secured lending. 

Why do we like them? 
• Assetz Capital have won awards for service, 

quality of product and focus on innovation 
including from DeFaqto and Moneynet

• Assetz Capital have just been granted full FCA 
approval and are now able to offer their products 
within the new Innovative Finance ISA

The outlook
In the past four years, nearly £300 million worth 
of loans have been issued through the platform, 
with investors earning total gross interest of more 
than £23 million. Assetz are continuing to invest 
heavily in its borrower pipeline to ensure that 
both the quality and quantity of its investment 
opportunities are on the up. 

At a glance

Class of lending SME

Date founded 2012

Amount lent to date £406 million

Risk management Loans are secured against the borrower’s assets. 

Source: Assetz Capital.
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Meet: Growth Street
Who are Growth Street? 
Founded in 2014, Growth Street offer SME’s 
up to £1m of flexible working capital finance. 
If it’s not used, there’s no charge. Goji invest 
with Growth Street who allocate funds across 
various SME borrowers using their proprietary 
credit model and advanced cloud accounting 
integrations that use first hand financial data  
to assess risk. 

Why do we like them? 
• Robust ongoing relationship monitoring –  

Key business metrics are continuously 
reviewed and verified. Borrowing facilities  
are uncommitted, so drawdown requests are 
only processed if, using the live accounting 
data, Growth Street can see borrowers are 
complying with covenants

At a glance

Class of lending Short-term SME

Date founded 2014

Amount lent to date £100 million

Risk management Provision fund equal to 5.6% of loans outstanding. Investors are diversified 
over a portfolio of loans and risk is mutualised at portfolio level.

Source: Growth Street.

• Growth Street offers a Loan Loss Provision 
fund which is designed to repay investors in 
the event of a borrower default. To date, the 
Loan Loss Provision has paid investors for all 
capital and interest they were owed in cases  
of a default

The outlook
Growth Street’s product offering continues  
to appeal to borrowers thanks to its seamless 
online experience and sophisticated underwriting 
model – they have lent out over £100 million since 
their founding in 2014.
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Meet: LendInvest
Who are LendInvest?
LendInvest was originally established as private 
equity manager Montello in 2008, and captured 
significant market share in UK real estate 
lending at a time when banks were reluctant to 
lend. In 2013, the Montello executives founded 
LendInvest, an online marketplace lender. 
They’re now one of the leading providers of 
property finance in the UK; they provide fast 
finance for property professionals and access 
to investment in secured property loans. They 
advise on or manage over $1bn of assets across 
two funds, institutional accounts, a listed retail 
bond and a proprietary marketplace lending 
platform, making them one of the biggest  
non-bank lenders out there.

Why do we like them?
• Goji gains exposure to UK property lending 

through LendInvest securing strong risk 
adjusted returns. LendInvest have consistently 
returned between 7–9% per annum to 
investors since 2014

• Their operations, origination and underwriting 
capability were analysed and achieved the 
highest rating of ‘Servicer Quality 1’ by  
ARC Ratings

• They work with some large institutional 
partners include Macquarie Bank, the 
Merseyside Pension fund, and Nomura. 

The outlook
We consider LendInvest to be one of the most 
successful businesses in the Direct Lending 
market. They have a number of varied investor 
groups, and continue to grow both their market 
share and product range (all within the Real 
Estate lending sector).

LendInvest have just raised £150m in a joint 
venture with Nomura, the investment bank, which 
will be used for residential development finance.

At a glance

Class of lending Property

Date founded 2013

Amount lent to date £1.1 billion

Risk management Investors are diversified over a portfolio of loans and risk is mutualised  
at portfolio level.

Source: LendInvest.
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Meet: Nucleus
Who are Nucleus?
Nucleus Commercial Finance are a specialist 
provider of finance based in London, focusing on 
lending to small and medium enterprises, mainly 
in the UK. They’ve lent over £750m to over 
700 SME’s since 2011. Businesses that pass 
their due diligence are typically conservatively 
managed and asset rich – all Nucleus’ loans  
are secured against the borrowers’ assets.

Why do we like them?
Nucleus have a highly experienced team  
who oversee loan origination and ‘in life’ 
management of the loan. Their investment 
vehicle, the Commercial Finance Opportunities 
Fund, allows Goji to further spread risk by 
investing across a diversified portfolio loans:

• Nucleus originate their own loans, and  
don’t buy in, sell or trade loans as part  
of their investment strategy. This means  
Goji get full transparency on the portfolio

• The fund offers steady returns with a 5 year 
track record and a low default rate

• High diversification; with a large number  
of underlying loans the achievable volatility  
of the net performance is very low and 
targeted at just 1% volatility

The outlook
The fund has just passed $100m AUM,  
showing how appetite for Nucleus’ lending 
strategy shows no sign of slowing down.

At a glance

Class of lending SME

Date founded 2011

Amount lent to date £750 million

Risk management Investors are diversified over a pool of loans and risk is mutualised  
at a portfolio level. Loans are secured against the borrower’s assets. 

Source: Nucleus.
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Meet: Privilege Asset  
Finance
Who are Privilege? 
Privilege are a UK based, FCA regulated, asset 
management group. They were founded in 
2007 and currently have over $900m under 
management. They specialise in Direct Lending 
and typically lend to agricultural clients who 
wish to either modernise equipment or expand 
away from traditional farming and into renewable 
energy generation through wind turbines, 
solar panels or anaerobic digestion. They have 
experience with institutional clients such as 
pension funds and sovereign wealth funds, 
and we’re pleased to partner with them to 
offer the Goji Renewables Bond, bringing their 
Institutional-level expertise to UK advisers. 

Why do we like them? 
• Over 10 years of Direct Lending experience 

serving institutional clients

• Robust risk control with a focus on capital 
preservation – loans are secured on real assets 
such as land, buildings and equipment

• Privilege’s focus on Renewable Energy supports 
the UK agriculture sector to diversity into new 
and sustainable growth areas 

At a glance

Class of lending Leasing

Date founded 2007

Amount lent to date $1.5 billion

Risk management Investors are diversified over a portfolio of loans and risk is mutualised  
at portfolio level.

Source: Prestige Asset Management.

The outlook
The UK has an energy deficit and ambitious 
sustainable energy targets. Traditional sources  
of energy production can’t keep up with demand 
and UK agriculture is making the most of this 
opportunity by expanding into new areas such 
as anaerobic digestion, solar and wind power 
(especially important given that traditional 
farming practices like dairy are becoming  
less profitable).

As banks continue to restrict lending, direct 
lenders such as Prestige are stepping into fill this 
gap and we are proud to support UK farming as  
it adapts to significant change. 
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Meet: Sancus

Who are Sancus? 
Sancus specialises in flexible funding for UK 
SMEs offering supply chain, invoice, education 
and property finance. They are part of the listed 
GLI group and have lent out over £700m to date. 
Their digital funding platform allows users to 
invest across funding opportunities in a range  
of sectors and products.

Why do we like them? 
• All loans are secured, and Sancus offers  

credit insurance protecting 90% of investor’s 
capital which is provided by QBE, the A rated  
global insurer

• Sancus operate a ‘Triple Lock’ assessment 
process – comprehensive credit search, review 
and approval by Sancus’ expert committee 
and meeting the borrower for a site visit

• Sancus finances key elements of the UK 
economy, such as universities and colleges 
attracting the next generation of high quality 
graduates, contributing to a better economy 
and society for all of us

The outlook
• The Government’s move to staged  

payments for educational institutions means 
they continue to need flexible funding to meet  
the increasing demands of their students 

• Traditional lenders remain cautious, leaving 
reputable UK businesses struggling to access 
finance, and thanks to Sancus’s thorough risk 
assessment process, investors can make the 
most of this opportunity with peace of mind

At a glance

Class of lending Supply chain finance, education finance

Date founded 2011

Amount lent to date £700 million

Risk management Loans are secured against the borrower’s assets. 90% capital insurance 
provided by QBE (rated A+ by Standard & Poor) on supply chain financing.

Source: Sancus.
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Who are ThinCats?
ThinCats is an online lender specialising in 
secured SME loans. Since its launch in 2011, 
ThinCats has facilitated over 750 loans totalling 
over £272 million for UK SMEs. ThinCats 
is owned and backed by ESF Capital, the 
specialist asset manager that manages money 
for institutions and other professional investors. 
Returns vary typically range from 7–12% per 
annum depending on the risk profile of the 
borrower. Please note, past performance is not 
indicative of future returns. Investors benefit from 
a professional credit analytical and underwriting 
process, proprietary technology and dedicated 
monitoring and recovery teams.

Why do we like them? 
Institutionally-backed by ESF Capital, ThinCats 
has a high-quality presence in Direct Lending 
and means that the lending has the oversight 
of a professional asset manager. ESF Capital 
is backed by leading UK and US institutions, 
including one of the UK’s largest pension funds. 
ESF’s senior management team has an average 
of 30 years’ experience, across banking, asset 
management, operations and IT.

The outlook
ThinCats has announced a new programme  
for up to £300m with global asset manager, 
Insight Investment, to fund UK SMEs with 
commerical loans. 

On top of £300m from existing investors, the 
company also has a potential £600m to fund  
UK SMEs in all regions and sectors from 
£100,000 to £10m. 

At a glance

Class of lending SME

Date founded 2011

Amount lent to date £272 million

Risk management  Loans are secured against the borrower’s assets.

Source: ThinCats.

Meet: ThinCats  
(ESF Capital)
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Case study: Sancus helped  
St Helens College stay top 
of the class

Merseyside-based St Helens College is one 
of the largest further and higher education 
providers in the North West. They work closely 
with employers across the Liverpool region  
to close skills gaps and support the economic 
turnaround of the region. With annual income 
hitting the £25m mark, the College is proud 
of its success. But the Education sector is 
challenging. Government funding cuts and their 
emphasis on apprenticeships are also placing  
a strain on cash reserves. The College needed  
a source of finance that would support their new 
cash management strategy without interfering 
with existing funding lines. 

Sancus provided St Helens with an £800k 
Educational Finance facility, which allows them  
to draw on it when they need to and pay it 
off when they want to. This gives them the 
additional support they need to merge with 
another local college; increasing their size and 
the range of courses they can offer. It means 
they don’t have to rely too heavily on the bank, 
who will then be free to support the funding 
requirement to make the merger happen.

St Helens has firm ambitions to continue growing 
by 25% over the next three years by investing in 
every area of their business, supporting the local 
economy with a stream of qualified graduates, 
and being a large local employer.

Sancus provided just the answer to support St Helens College with their 
funding challenge, giving them the confidence to drive on with their 
ambitious growth plans.
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We’d be happy to help with  
more information. Simply visit  
www.goji.investments

or contact us on
E: info@goji.investments  
T: +44 (0) 20 3865 5243

006/10/2018
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